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JÉRÔME GUERY VICTORIOUS
IN HOTLY CONTESTED CSI5*
Via LGCT
Jérôme Guery (BEL) and his 15 year
old grey stallion Papillon Z raised the
temperatures on the final day of the
Longines Global Champions Tour of
Chantilly, with a hotly contested fight
to the finish of the Master Del Monte &
Region Hauts de France.
The last CSI5* class of the weekend
kicked off under deep blue skies with
plenty of sunshine
to see the 2017 LGCT of Chantilly out.
Fending off Lorenzo de Luca (ITA) and
Laura Kraut (USA) who finished 2nd and
3rd respectively, a delighted Guery said:
“My horse was super today. He has been
my partner for a long time, so it’s special
to win like this. I gave 100% and more,
and my horse did the same for me.”
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FEI NATIONS CUP™ JUMPING

DUTCH DELIVER AT LAST
IN FABULOUS FALSTERBO
Via FEI
Jur Vrieling snatches victory in thrilling three-way jump-off; Spanish now
bottom of Division 1 league ahead of penultimate leg at Hickstead.
It always seemed that things would come right for The Netherlands sooner
or later this season, the 2014 series champions claimed maximum points
in the sixth leg of the FEI Nations Cup™ Jumping 2017 Europe Division 1
League in sunny Falsterbo, Sweden. It was no walk-in-the-park however,
the result only decided by a super-charged jump-off against Germany who
lined up second and Ireland who finished third.  
Aniek Poels NL

Double-Olympian and World and European team gold medallist Jur Vrieling
(47) clinched it when last to go against the clock with his impressive stallion
VDL Glasgow V. Merelsnest. He wasn’t short of advice as he headed back
into the arena for the third and final time.
“I was hardly five meters outside the ring after the second round when
I was already being told I was in the jump-off and how to ride it! Ben
Schroder said to go inside the wall to the double (third fence), so I just had
to listen and work it out as well as I could.”
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HARRIE AND EMERALD SPARKLE IN
SPECTACULAR DOUBLE VICTORY
Via LGCT
Harrie Smolders (NED) celebrated a “diamond day” in
Chantilly after winning the Longines Global Champions
Tour Grand Prix and the Global Champions League team
competition with his super stallion Emerald.
Dutchman Harrie has dramatically extended his lead in
the Tour championship race after beating a high-powered
field including serious challenges from Scott Brash
(GBR) and Philippe Rozier (FRA) who finished second
and third on the podium. Earlier Harrie and Emerald
seized victory for the Hamburg Diamonds in the GCL
showdown.
Harrie, who now enjoys a whopping 57 point lead over
Alberto Zorzi (ITA) in the race for the 2017 Longines
Global Champions Tour title, described his day as
“amazing”.

TRYON SUMMER SERIES 2017

ANDREW RAMSAY & COCQ A
DOODLE WIN FINAL GRAND PRIX
Via NF
The July 15, 2017 $86,000 Tryon Resort Grand Prix CSI2*, stopping
the timers in an impressive 35.819 seconds at the Tryon International
Equestrian Center in Tryon, North Carolina, USA.
It was the final international grand prix of the 2017 Tryon Summer
Series, and following closely behind Ramsay was Marilyn little and
Clearwater with a time of 36.343 second s to earn second place
honors, while Kristen Vanderveen and her trusted mount, Bull Run’s
Faustino De Tili, took home the third place position with a time of
36.565 seconds.
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LONGINES FALSTERBO

STEVE GUERDAT
WINS CSIO5* €200, 00 GRANDPRIX
Via NF
Steve Guerdat and the 10-year-old BWP mare Hannah
won the €200,00 Longines Falsterbo Grand Prix CSIO5* to
close out an exciting weekend of show jumping in Falsterbo,
Sweden on Sunday, July 16, 2017.
Guerdat and Hannah (Dulf van den Bisschop x Kashmir
van Schuttershof) prevailed in an exciting round 2 over
the veteran, Olympic silver medal-winning pair of Peder
Fredricson and H&M All In, who are fresh off an epic
weekend at CHIO5* Rotterdam.
And in 3rd place was young American star Chloe Reid, who
capped a stellar weekend at Falsterbo without touching a pole
aboard the 10-year-old Irish Sport Horse stallion Dodarco.

